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I experienced that everyone got very much out of this process. Both personally and professionally. It’s a process that
none of us will forget. Because of the intensity of the process, the way it pushed our everyday boundaries, the way it
encouraged our sense of community – and because things
were so cleverly controlled by the Sisters. Placed in a new
framework and in a different context than the everyday life,
the participants got their own boundaries tested. Despite
the feeling of being in a universe dominated by control it was
a liberating experience, and in this conflicted field the Sisters
worked extremely convincing, focused, charismatic and empathic - an engaging and enchanting way of teaching that
captivates all of the participants. I have an absolutely uncritical admiration for the way the Sisters made the participants
take part in their universe and how they made them subject
to the structures and premises of the process. Through this
the tough nuts were cracked, and the shy girls grew balls!

	
  

It’s not the last time I will leave my participants to the loving
care of the Sisters!

	
  

- Marie Lind; teacher, FLOW VUC
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SISTERS HOPE
Sisters Hope is an educational method of teaching through
art and a practice-based research tool, based on a fictional
core that is activated in different contexts. Sisters Hope
works with the construction of a physical and artistic parallel
universe and a part of a virtual platform that extends the
sisters’ universe going beyond physical manifestations. The
sisters’ mission is to experiment with and examine new
community values after the collapse of the old paradigm. In
search for new values they are especially committed to redefine the education system and to develop new methods of
learning.
Sisters Hope was founded in 2007 by Anna Lawaetz, Ph.D.
Scholar at the Department of Arts and Cultural Studies at
University of Copenhagen, and Gry Worre Hallberg, master
of Theater- and Performance Studies and performer. In the
fictitious universe they personify Coco and Coca Pebber –
the twin sisters and the headmistresses of the school Sisters
Hope.
Contact: sistershope@sistershope.dk

THE FICTION
As orphans the sisters left what they had known to be their home
and drew into the yet unfamiliar and unknown world that seemed
infinite to the two little girls. With them they brought their most
treasured belonging: Their fathers book. They would read from it
on streets and straits. In the beginning the sisters had nowhere to
go, but as they began to read and convey tales people assembled
around them – they were drawn to them – curious and fascinated by what they had to say. They found what they heard to be
beautiful. As time passed several supporters bonded with them.
They realized that they possessed the power to create and bring
joy, as do all human beings. And they found that this great gift
should be organized so that everyone could part-take in this joy
and acknowledge their own power.
This was the foundation of the school Sisters Hope. The world
they are operating in is dominated by the spread of an epidemic.
The story goes that when it strikes, the body of the attacked is
slowly paralyzed from within. Every part of the dying body gradually turns numb and the senses dissolve. One will slowly but steadily loose the ability to smell, hear, feel, taste and see. However,
one part of the body is left untouched – the cerebrum. In contrast
this part of the body is enlarged, leading to human organizations
of very big heads. These remains are called Capita, as is the epidemic. To prevent the spread of Capita, the sisters focus specifically on the aesthetic, sense-oriented, mode of being in the world.
Hence, the school teaches principles that activates this dimension.
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THE INSPIRATION
”If we don’t engage in the spirit of life and the intense quadrature of art, it will disappear” – Janus Kodal, Danish author.
Sisters Hope has evolved from a trend at the art scene, a
trend that has gained reputation through the last decade.
This trend works with ’living and relational fictional parallel
universes’, where fictive stories come to life, on selected
staged locations, through performers and audience (or relational co-participants), which brings the feeling of being in a
parallel, but at the same time real, universe, where life is
perceived intensified. It’s a play between reality and fiction,
and a play that the performance genre has refined in the new
millennium. The Danish art group SIGNA is known for playing with spheres and is part of a broader art movement that
has its roots in relational strategies from the 1990’s and
fiction strategies from the 2000’s. This trend relates to different artistic disciplines’ traditions, especially performance
and installation arts.

genius, but it’s an experience we would like to offer everyone that enters our universe. Furthermore, we encourage all
of the participants to create and facilitate new aestethic
universes by themselves, accompanying the poetic movement towards the new, more sensuous paradigm.
2. To expand the border between theory and practice through performance art and research: Sisters
Hope is part of the new trend of artbased-research, seen
both in the art scene and in the academia, where research is
based on interactive performance installations and using this
artistic process as a detailed examination of the experience.
The difference between our work of fiction and the traditional work of art lies in our focus on an educational dimension where knowledge creation is a key factor in the making
of the work. In our space of fiction students and teachers
are active co-producers of art and when they exit our space,
they are not, as usually experienced in a traditional meeting
with art, left by themselves to understand the work, but
instead we have integrated a follow-up process where we
evaluate the experiences they made throughout the work.
This follow-up is inspired by the Ritual Theory and the process termed post-liminal phase. We transform an artistic approach tino an educational method, and thereby the space of
art and its possibilities are opened up (for further information on artbased-research see the section ‘Articles’).
As starting point in our way to democratize the aesthetic
dimension and to expand the border between theory and
practices, the focus is on the education system.
THE EDUCATION SYSTEM

THE MISSION
The work in Sisters Hope is driven by two fundamental motivations:
1. To democratize the aesthetic dimension.
2. To expand the border between theory and practice
through performance art and research.
1. To democratize the aesthetic dimension: This
mission relates to our understanding of the western world,
based on an economical system that constantly infringes
upon and dominates our way of being in the world. Central
decisions are made on the basis of economic premises honouring efficiency, rationality and profit. Since the industrialization the aesthetic dimension has belonged to the idea of
art as an exclusive event system, where the autonomy of art
and the idea of the genius of art being the only one with
access to the aesthetic, have been worshipped. The agenda
of our project is to leave the thought of art as a selfsufficient entity and the ‘art for the sake of art’ (l’art pour
l’art). Our “armament” in this process is a double-edged
sword: we want the aesthetic experience, that we consider a
sensuous experience of the world, to be in the inner sanctum of the new paradigm, and in addition, with this movement we wish to cancel the exclusiveness of art. The aesthetic dimension does not exclusively belong to the artistic

Get a glimpse of the space of Sisters Hope here:
https://vimeo.com/16651570

Sisters Hope is part of a movement towards a new paradigm
of society where the recognition of the world is formed by
poetic and sensuous experiences (see section: ‘The Poetic
Revolution’ and ‘The Sensuous Society’ under Co-Movers). To
transform the entire society all of the basic institutions must
take a new direction. We believe that the transformation
begins with the individual, the pioneer, who sets off to seek
unknown territory. Our focus is on the education system
and seeks to inflict the conventional way of thinking and
learning, and by working in the education area we wish to
inspire a range of brave, young people – the leaders of the
future. As a starting point our project commences at upper
secondary level schools, and from there we expand our
focus and include both daycare centers such as the elemen-
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tary school, kindergarten and day nursery, as well as academic institutions.
SECONDARY SCHOOL
In secondary schools we usually manifest Sisters Hope during two days using a performance design that includes an
intensive workshop-process. The process is structured in
three stages and is inspired by the three phases of ritual
named by Ritual Theory: the pre-liminal, liminal and postliminal phase (founded by Van Gennep 1909 and elaborated
by Turner 1969). The path through these three steps aims at
transformation of the participant. The pre-liminal phase is
the separation stage where the participant is separated from
his everyday life and is prepared to enter the liminal phase
where the transition sets off. The liminal phase is a potential
dangerous place as the participant is being placed in a situation where one has to execute a ‘self’ to let another one
come through. The space of the liminal phase is defined by
being outside the everyday reality, and the reintegration of
the everyday is activated only at the post-liminal phase
where the participant is taken back to his familiar daily context, but now with his potentially transformed ‘self’. The
post-liminal phase is a very important stage in the process to
maintain the transformation.

pant, where the border between reality and fiction has disappeared, and the work is balancing in between. This means
also that the students doesn’t act like actors on a theatre
stage, cause in this universe there isn’t any stage. The students are not pretending, but they are performers in their
own universe where they eat, sleep, work, have fun – where
they live. Their life takes place in this sensuous, liminal space,
where experiences are intensified – the fictive setting functions as a form of psychological safety net, because even
though they are bodily present, they act through the identity
of a fictive persona.

Our workshop is structured by these three phases:
1.
2.
3.

Pre-education (the pre-liminal phase)
Action in fiction (the liminal phase)
Evaluation (the post-liminal phase)

1. Pre-education (pre-liminal phase)
The students are not immediately placed in the fictive universe of Sisters Hope. On the other hand the workshop
opens with a theoretical introduction in the artistic movement that Sisters Hope is related to. Afterwards the framing
of the fiction is presented and the room and atmosphere
gradually changes to be filled with poetry and sensuality. As
part of the presentation of the fiction the students are given
new names and new functions through a ‘baptismal rite’. For
example the girl Louise Jensen is transformed to Chloé
Zimmermann and at the elite school she is not only a student but she is also assigned the role as ‘watchman’. Then,
when the time feels right we transform the room together.
During this phase of introduction the students learn how
they can transform their regular classroom to the magic
setting of the Sisters Hope School.
2. Action in fiction (liminal phase)
When you step into the world built by the students you will
meet a universe filled with an atmosphere that calls on Eastern European decadent decay. A world where everyday
objects are an integrated part of the universe and never
solemnly contribute to function as a visual effect, but they
can actually be used in the fiction. If there is a phone then
you can use the phone and call someone else in the fictitious
universe, if there’s a sink, you can turn it on etc. In contrast
to the traditional theatrical scenery, everything works and
can be explained within the fiction, and this authentic element makes the fiction seem very real and alive. This performance space of fiction is a conflicted area for the partici-

Enter
the
poetic
universe
https://vimeo.com/17307379

of

Sisters

Hope

here:

3. Evaluation (post-liminal phase)
When the fiction is running, both as an art installation and as
a room for education-through-art, time goes by and you can
play and stay in the universe for hours: days if there were a
possibility. But it is not, reality always calls, and one of our
main goals is particularly to inflict the students everyday
reality, so they use their experience and knowledge from the
fiction and integrate it in their everyday life. We have experienced that their sensory perception and bodily awareness
are activated through the fiction process, and that a new
way of creative freedom and a concentrated state of the
participant is created. Through this process they are awakened from everyday routine and begins to reflect in new and
different ways. In the post-liminal phase, when the fiction has
been turned off, we try to make the participants aware of
and attentive towards the transformation that they have
experienced in the process. Evaluation and dialogue follow,
so they will retain the process even after they have washed
their hair and removed their nail polish.
Until now we have performed Sisters Hope several times at
the secondary schools FLOW, VUC, Odense and at Aurehøj
Gymnasium, Denmark.
Our effort in secondary school is enhanced with our project
Sisters Academy.
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SISTERS ACADEMY

ACADEMIA
Sisters Hope forms part of a new and developing trend to
use art-based research, a trend that appears in both the art
scene and academia. Our research is inspired by interactive
performance installations and the artistic staging of parallel
universes. All of our manifestations – workshops, dinners,
monthly installation trips as Sisters Academy etc - values
knowledge as creation and are part of a research based investigation process, where we are experimenting with and
examining different parameters in the search for the new
founding aesthetic values.
On a concrete (semiotic) level, Sisters Academy contains a
duality, and there is always a tension and contradiction between what is said and what is done – for instance when the
Sisters underline the importance of equality between individuals and jet insists on a extremely hierarchical order
where the Sisters are the absolute, dominating power. This
duality aims to activate the playful and creative sides of the
participants as well as to activate a critical thinking.

Throughout October 2013 the Sisters will be assuming the
roles of leading headmistresses at the secondary school
VUC FLOW in Odense, Denmark. Before the fiction takes
place, the entire building will be scenographically transformed to the performance installation Sisters Academy – the
transformation includes various sound and light designs in
classrooms, hallways, and toilets, furthermore there will be
installed a radio transmitter in the principal’s office as well as
in the classrooms. The teaching staff will be educated by the
Sisters, so they later on are able to teach the students on
Sisters Hopes own terms. When they have entered the fiction the teaching staff is obliged to teach in the new curriculum. The new curriculum is developed along the way
through staff meetings and report writings and will be composed through the process of reflection. The Sisters will
observe lessons, give feedback and perform individual and
collective rituals when needed.
Along the process teachers, students and ‘principals’ will
write reports in addition to the experiential output and the
reports will be collected in a joint publication. On basis of
the project we will assess whether there’s potential to develop a respectively Nordic and European tour, where the
new teaching methods of Sisters Academy will be used as a
tool to identify, at first, the Nordic and later on the European secondary level educational system. Further more, we
want to get a glimpse of what dreams the young northern
citizens and young Europeans are made of and develop a
model for a new Nordic and later a trans-national educational system – a trans-national secondary school in the
spirit of the world of tomorrow.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, KINDERGARTEN AND DAY CARE
After we have created the founding for a new secondary
school, we are very committed to transform other childcare
institutions. Our dreams are big and ambitious, and inspired
by Rudolf Steiner, we dream of Sisters Hopes education
through art method as a founding element in institutions
such as primary school, kindergarten and day care.
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DINING WITH THE SISTERS

Before the dinner the guests will receive a fragrant invitation
by mail from the Sisters. On brown paper with ribbon and
placed in a envelope sealed with lacquer the Sisters explain
the premises of the dinner and invites the guests to start
dreaming from the moment they open the letter (preeducation/pre-liminal phase). The letter continue:
We are very grateful to be able to invite
you as our guest in “Dining with The Sisters” at our beautiful residences.
You will receive a new name with which we
invite you to explore your poetic self
while dining with the sisters. Maybe you
have facets which you do not have the
chance to investigate in your everyday
life: This is your chance – we recommend
that you take it. We kindly ask you to
let your thoughts and mind flow and to
fill in the question sheet.
We also ask you to bring your very finest
gala wear and suitable make-up to fit
your new poetic and fictional persona.
This is a chance to play so bring what
makes your heart shiver and your fantasy
spin.
Enjoy your journey!
We will await you on the other side.
Sincerely,
The Sisters – Coco and Coca Pebber

”It was Friday night and we started with a transformation
and a silent dinner with the Pebber Sisters. It was a crazy
experience. I have never tried anything comparable, it made
a huge impact on everyone at Skovmose. It was brilliant.”
- Charlotte Borup, head of the integrated institution, Skovmosen
Dining With The Sisters is the effect of Sisters Hope condensed to one single night, where dreams and sensuality is
on the menu at a Silent Dinner. The Silent Dinner is a concept for those who want to meet each other in a different
space than the everyday and is a setting that can take place
in any context. The Silent Dinner is an illustration of what an
everyday dinner could look like if our everyday was rooted
in the aesthetic dimension. A taste of the dinner at The Sensuous Society:

We prefer that The Silent Dinner takes place at a chosen
magic location, where the guests are removed from their
daily physical space (liminal phase). The complete transformation takes place when they have arrived. One by one they
are invited to an individual physical transformation. Nails and
lips are coloured red, the hair is elegantly fixed, perfume
tenderly touches the skin while soft music and dreamy
soundscapes fills the room with a nostalgic aura. The guests
are invited to linger in this limbo until they are ready for a
total transformation and to meet the world with their fictive, poetic self. When their poetic self is revealed, only then
are they set for dinner – a multicourse of extravaganza. The
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dinner unfold in silence, beauty and sensuality and is packed
with surprises that stimulates the senses along the way…
After dinner we close down the fiction with a ritual that
starts the post-liminal phase. In this phase we consider what
have happened, and we treat this phase with great importance since our intention is to integrate this experience
into the guests daily life.

strengthens the Sisters Hope universe, and the virtual platform is a place where our fiction can be develop and refined
in the meeting with other users of the social media. A fictive
universe is more than a work of art or an event that has a
limit in time and space, and by letting the fictive universe
exist on the internet we accentuate that a universe is a ongoing place that breathes as long as just one person carries it
within him - thereby it will keep on existing on a simultaneous level. Seen in this perspective we believe parallel universes contain a great unexplored potential (see section
‘Articles’ – ‘Establish Universes * Creating Movements’).
Our ambition with the Sisters Hope universe is to seek for
transcendence and to break traditional borders, and to
move beyond the artistic scene. Sisters Hope is a method to
democratize the aesthetic dimension by creating poetic universes that penetrates our education system, academia, virtual platforms and our social reality.
CO-MOVERS

Watch the Sisters in their dreamy state of mind:
https://vimeo.com/16651126

SOCIAL MEDIA
Stranger:	
  Who	
  are	
  you,	
  Coco	
  and	
  Coca?	
  
	
  
The	
  Sisters:	
  We	
  are	
  the	
  twin	
  sisters	
  appearing	
  in	
  your	
  
dreams,	
  enchanting	
  the	
  streets	
  on	
  which	
  you	
  walk,	
  picking	
  
you	
  like	
  an	
  apple	
  from	
  a	
  tree	
  that	
  you	
  courageously	
  climbed,	
  
keeping	
  you	
  safe	
  and	
  warm	
  like	
  the	
  heat	
  in	
  your	
  mother’s	
  
womb.	
  
	
  
Stranger:	
  Sweet	
  like	
  honey.	
  Kisses	
  Coco	
  and	
  Coca.	
  
	
  
The	
  Sisters:	
  If	
  you	
  see	
  any	
  lost	
  children	
  and	
  youngsters	
  
searching	
  confusedly	
  on	
  the	
  streets	
  and	
  the	
  forgotten	
  places	
  
of	
  this	
  town,	
  please	
  lead	
  them	
  to	
  “Sisters	
  Hope”	
  –	
  we	
  shall	
  
not	
  disappoint	
  them.	
  
- Conversation on Facebook, June 16th, 2010
The Sisters have a virtual life as well. They live, breathe and
on evolve on our website, Vimeo site, on our personal Facebook profiles and on our official Sisters Hope page on
Facebook. Every time we write something on the web in
relation to the fictive universe of Sisters Hope we communicate as the Sisters.
By giving Sisters Hope a virtual platform through Facebook
and other social medias, the Sisters are in contact with people that haven’t seen their universe manifested physically. By
these means everyone is given the possibility to meet and be
inspired by the magic space of fiction that the Sisters generate. Our activity in the social media is related to our idea of
democratizing the aesthetic dimension, and further on the
virtual scene is a way to experiment with the poetic ‘self’ in
different daily situation. To bring our fictive universe online

THE POETIC REVOLUTION
Sisters Hope is a part of The Poetic Revolution – a movement towards the poetic – to visualize the poetic, as a silent
power that surrounds our everyday life and as marvellous
enchanting explosions.
For more information about The Poetic Revolution view the
website www.thepoeticrevoltion.com.
UNFOLDING ACADEMIA
Sisters Hope is a part of an academic movement that explores new ways of research and representation. Sisters
Hope has contributed through the construction of interactive and affective educational spaces. Unfolding Academia has
been represented at several international symposia in cooperation with Copenhagen University, Freie Universität Berlin
and Goldsmiths London.
For more information about Unfolding Academia view the
website www.unfoldingacademia.wordpress.com
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THE SENSUOUS SOCIETY
In the process to define the founding values of the new paradigm, the Sisters work proactive towards The Sensuous
Society, where a aesthetic perspective will be the basis and
the main force of the new society.

CONTACT

www.thesensusuossociety.com

Mail: sistershope@sistershope.dk
Web: www.sistershope.dk
Facebook: www.facebook.com/pages/SistersHope/146993448712871
Vimeo: www.vimeo.com/sistershope
GREETINGS

ARTICLES
The articles can be
www.sistershope.dk.

downloaded

on

our

website

The Significant Event. Establishing Universes, Creating Movements in ISSUES #2, 2012

A spring greeting from the Sisters: https://vimeo.com/17308644

Protected by the fiction in CCC, Goldsmiths, ISSUE 1 #
Novelty, 2011
En kunstpædagogiks strategi forankret i samtidskonstnerisk tendens in Peripiti #15, 2011
Sisters Hope in Afart, 2011
At fænge elever med fiktion in the journal Gymnasieskolen, 2010

Translation by Marie-Louise Werner
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